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NADEL course
„Peace building and international cooperation“
For the second time, KOFF teamed up in early July with the Postgraduate Course on
Developing Countries (NADEL), Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) Zurich,
to run the highly successful course on „Peace building and international coopera-
tion“. It examined the most important analytical concepts of civil peace building
and offered an introduction to central methods and tools for „working in“ and
„working on conflict“. The course was enriched by inputs on current strategy discus-
sions such as the „Reflecting on Peace Practice“ project and on crosscutting the-
mes such as „human rights and peace building“ and „gender“.

The first part opened with a review of a variety of players, tools and topical peace-
building themes, after which issues of „working on conflict“ were discussed. The
central focus was on the conflict analysis that was learned and applied using a
concrete case and a range of tools. The second part of the course dealt with con-
flict-sensitive approaches and tools pertaining to „working in conflict“. The main
activity was to learn and concretely apply the „Do no Harm“ approach. Besides
that, issues relating to „Peace and Conflict Impact Assessment“ (PCIA) were also
touched on. The five-day course was rounded off with practice-related contributi-
ons by Markus Heiniger from Political Division IV of the Federal Foreign Ministry
(DFA) and by the two NADEL graduates Steffen Rottler and Ruth Züblin. They discus-
sed successes and challenges of „working in“ and „working on conflict“ using the
example of Switzerland’s peace-building commitments in Sri Lanka. 09.07.04

Training for prospective „Do no Harm“ Trainers
KOFF ran the first part of a course for prospective „Do no Harm“ Trainers from 15
to 20 August in Boldern. The aim of the exercise is to create a pool of experts in
Switzerland who can then teach others how to use the Do no Harm Framework.
This is the first time that such training is being offered in Switzerland. KOFF had
organised a one-day introductory workshop on Do no Harm in 2003.

Starting in 1994, the Do no Harm Framework was developed by Mary B. Anderson
and the Collaborative for Development Action (CDA) under its Local Capacities for
Peace Project (LCPP), on the basis of case studies, feedback-workshops and a sub-
sequent implementation phase. The focus is on minimising unintended negative
side effects that projects may have on violent conflicts and recognising and foste-
ring possible positive impacts on peace-building factors. Today, the „Do no Harm
Framework“ is regarded as a standard by development cooperation and humani-
tarian relief organisations that run projects in areas where there are violent con-
flicts. It is being used in the planning, implementation, monitoring and redesign of
projects.

Further information:

KOFF Cordula Reimann

! CDA

! RPP

! Mary B. Anderson:

„Do no Harm“

! Minutes of a KOFF-

workshop on „Reflec-

tion on Peace Practice

Project (RPP) – Lessons

Learned and Implicati-

ons for Future Peace

Work“ (September 03)

http://nadel.ethz.ch/lehre/index
mailto:cordula.reimann@swisspeace.unibe.ch
http://www.cdainc.com/cda/cda-about.php
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL1003/RPP.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/literature_info.asp?titel=72
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/donoharm/ProtokollDonoharmTraining.pdf
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The course was led by Wolfgang Heinrich from the Church Development Service,
and Ekkehard Forberg of World Vision Germany. The ten participants included heads
of peace units in KOFF member organisations, KOFF staff members and an inde-
pendent consultant. The second part of the training course will be given in October
and will involve training for new users. 20.08.04

Course for development cooperation and humanitarian aid personnel

The trainers who were trained in the first part of the KOFF course will be hol-
ding three 2-day workshops on 12 and 13 October in the Paulus-Akademie in
Zurich for development cooperation and humanitarian aid personnel. The latter
will be familiarised with the „Do no Harm Framework“ and its use. As the
workshops are part of the course for trainers, a contribution will be taken to-
ward the cost of materials and food only. Interested persons may register until
15 September (mike.bucher@swisspeace.unibe.ch). Representatives of KOFF
member organisations will be given priority. If there is sufficient interest, one of
the workshops will be conducted in English.

7. Gender Roundtable on gender and conflict analysis
The seventh session of the KOFF Gender Roundtable took place in mid-August on
the theme „Gender and conflict analysis: what could gender-sensitive conflict ana-
lysis tools look like?“ In an opening presentation, KOFF’s Cordula Reimann explai-
ned that as a key component and underpinning of any third-party intervention and
conflict transformation, conflict analysis had been conducted in a gender-neutral
and gender-blind manner in the past. Recently however, a growing number of
donors, NGOs and governments had been underlining the importance of gender-
sensitive conflict analysis. Yet there was still a dearth of literature on just how this
could be carried out in concrete terms.

Cordula Reimann then briefly reviewed a range of conflict analysis tools. Three
selected tools provided the basis for a discussion of issues and dimensions that
would have to be added, supplemented and amended from the standpoint of gen-
der sensitiveness. The possibility to obtain a more exact and complete picture of a
conflict’s players, issues and causes was mentioned as the biggest advantage. This
would also make it possible to shine a spotlight on hidden and complex power
relations and assigned identities and roles that are very often implicit indicators of
social inequalities and precursors of potentially escalating violence. In addition,
gender-sensitive tools would afford a clearer indication of the gender-specific needs
and interests of the conflicting parties and stakeholders and thereby facilitate more
finely tuned political and humanitarian reactions and third-party interventions.
Among the concrete challenges identified were the increased complexity of tools
actually meant to reduce complexity, and the somewhat hard-to-access gender-
sensitive sources of information on the players, causes and issues of a conflict. The
outcomes of the discussion were set out in a list of Dos and Don’ts of gender-
sensitive conflict analysis.

! KOFF Website on

„Tools and Conflict

Sensitive Approaches to

Development“

 LinksLinksLinksLinksLinks

! KOFF Website on Gender

! PA IV Website on Gender

! Dos & Don’ts of gender-

sensitive conflict analysis

mailto:Anita.Mueller@swisspeace.unibe.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_tools.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_tools.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_tools.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender.htm
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/g/home/foreign/humsec/gender.html
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/website/gender/DosDonts.doc
mailto:mike.bucher@swisspeace.unibe.ch
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KOFF suggested that a working group should be created to apply gender-sensitive
tools to a specific conflict that was being addressed by KOFF member organisati-
ons or the Swiss Government. The Gender Roundtable will meet again on 16 Sep-
tember under the theme „First year of KOFF Gender Roundtable in Switzerland
and first year-and-a-half of Women’s Security Council in Germany – lessons lear-
ned and challenges in gender and peace building“. There will be a reading with
Ute Scheub right after the Roundtable. Ute Scheub will be presenting her new
book „Friedenstreiberinnen – elf Mutmachgeschichten aus einer weltweiten Be-
wegung“. 12.08.04

Peter Maurer - new Ambassador of Switzerland to UN
Peter Maurer, up to now Chairman of the KOFF Steering Committee (SteeCom) and
Head of Political Division IV (PD IV, Human Security) of the Swiss Foreign Ministry
(DFA), has been appointed Switzerland’s new Ambassador to the United Nations
in New York. He will take up his new post in early September. KOFF is therefore
loosing its present SteeCom Chairman.

Peter Maurer has chaired the SteeCom since KOFF’s inception in 2001 and in that
capacity has played a decisive part in building up and shaping the Center for Pea-
cebuilding. KOFF was one of the projects through which he lent new momentum to
peace building in Switzerland and gave a lasting boost to the building of the corre-
sponding capabilities. Maurer is convinced that cooperation of governmental and
non-governmental players is a prerequisite for effective peace building. He there-
fore supported KOFF especially as a platform that enables NGOs and government
bodies to network and to develop strategies. His integrative personality has done
much to ensure the effectiveness of these exchanges, which are regarded as ex-
emplary in the realm of conflict transformation. KOFF is grateful to Peter Maurer
for his support and his countless inspiring contributions and wishes him every suc-
cess in his new assignment at the United Nations.

As new interim Head of PD IV, Thomas Greminger, previous Head of the Peace
Policy and Human Security Section, will take over the chairmanship of the KOFF-
SteeCom for the time being. Thomas Greminger has been the second PD IV repre-
sentative on the SteeCom since late 2001. 22.08.04

New KOFF InfoSheet highlights KOFF roundtable experiences
KOFF is now engaged in an internal discussion and evaluation of its country and
topic-specific roundtables. This year’s third edition of the KOFF InfoSheet discusses
the experiences garnered and lessons learned from two and a half years of using
this tool. It is argued that these roundtables are a very useful, tested and also
appreciated forum in the Swiss peace-building context and that KOFF in general is
on track with this roundtable instrument. However, to make better use of the in-

Further information:

KOFF Cordula Reimann
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! KOFF InfoSheet
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mailto:cordula.reimann@swisspeace.unibe.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender.htm
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! swisspeace Website
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herent potential, KOFF is developing options to make the roundtables more targe-
ted, flexible, impact- and practiceoriented. The latest InfoSheet offers no final re-
sults. It does, however, aspire to represent an input into the current debate and to
enable roundtable participants and other interested parties to take part in the
KOFF learning process. At present there are KOFF country roundtables on Angola,
Israel-Palestine, South Eastern Europe, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Central Asia and Guate-
mala, as well as one topic-specific roundtable on gender and peace building.

17.08.04

New swisspeace website
Swisspeace inaugurated its new, restructured website in August. The homepage
contains new foldout menus on „programs“ and „research“, providing direct ac-
cess to the swisspeace FAST     (Early Warning system), KOFF     (Center for Peacebuil-
ding) and ACSF     (Afghan Civil Society Forum) programmes, and to the research
projects  in the priority fields of „environmental conflict“, „early warning“, „hu-
man security“, „business & peace“ and „gender“. From the homepage you can
also directly access information on the consultancies and training opportunities
being offered by swisspeace. Through „news“ you can just as quickly access infor-
mation on the latest developments, the various newsletters and updates as well as
a KOFF database of Swiss organizations active in civilian peace-building („info-
market“) and a calendar of events („events“). Lastly, the search function has been
vastly improved, offering rapid access to all the content and publications available
on the new website. 13.08.04

Further information:

KOFF Anita Müller

http://www.swisspeace.org/default.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/fast
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff
http://www.swisspeace.org/acsf/
http://www.swisspeace.org/research/default.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/research/default.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/training/default.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/news/default.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/tools/search.htm
mailto:Anita.Mueller@swisspeace.unibe.ch
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KOFF report on „dealing with the past“
KOFF publishes a new report with the title:     Dealing with the Past: Critical
Issues, Lessons Learned, and Challenges for Future Swiss Policy“. Commis-
sioned by the Political Division IV (PD IV, Human Security) of the Federal
Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) and due to appear in print in Septem-
ber, the report examines the main challenges with respect to „dealing
with the past“ with a view to identifying and outlining policy options for a
PA IV program.

In the fall of 2002, a series of consultations was initiated by KOFF on „dealing with
the past“ which brought together Swiss government experts and  representatives
of national and international NGOs. While acknowledging the diverse political,
social, and cultural contexts of transition in post-conflict societies, the participants
agreed that „dealing with the past“ was part of a larger process of reconciliation
which, if successful, would result in a new „social contract“ between groups which
were once adversaries.

These consultations resulted in a number of concrete policy proposals for the PA IV.
Chief among these was the view that „dealing with the past“ should be regarded
as a theoretical framework when addressing issues involving transitional socie-
ties. A need for the development of instruments, particularly technical support and
training, was specifically mentioned. Building on experience gained in connection
with peace promotion activities of the PD IV in post-conflict countries in Central
America, the Balkans, and the Great Lakes region, an emphasis was placed on the
struggle against impunity and the creation of spaces for dialogue between politi-
cal adversaries. In this way, „dealing with the past“ would serve as an instrument
in the promotion of new social norms in the areas of justice, good governance, and
human rights.

The conclusion of the consultation process has led to the creation of a new desk
for „dealing with the past“ at PD IV in September 2004 with Mô Bleeker, a former
program officer at KOFF, as the person responsible for this program.

Possibilities of dealing with the past

The report combines various papers produced for the consultations and has a deci-
dedly pragmatic orientation. The contribution by Neil Kritz, director of the Rule of
Law program at the United States Institute of Peace and editor of a three volume
compendium on transitional justice, is concerned with issues and instruments in
„dealing with the past“. In his view, there is a positive relationship between the
capability of a society in transition to confront a legacy of past abuses and its
potential for attaining a stable peace. The primary question is not whether to pur-
sue a program of dealing with the past, but rather which mechanisms might best
employed in that exercise. In this regard, he presents an overview of the various
options ranging from prosecution to truth commissions to lustration. These mecha-
nisms for post-conflict justice primarily address the needs of the people in the
affected communities themselves but also the ones of the international communi-
ty.

! The KOFF report

„Dealing with the Past:

Critical Issues, Lessons

Learned, and Challenges

for Future Swiss

Policy“ is available in

September as a pdf

document on the KOFF

website under „publica-

tions“ or as a printed

version for CHF 15.-

from:

swisspeace

Sonnenbergstr. 15

Postfach

3000 Bern 7

! PD IV

! United States Institute

of Peace

! Hastings College of Law

University of California

at Berkeley

! International Center for

Transitional Justice

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/newsletter.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/newsletter.htm
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/g/home/foreign/humsec.html
http://www.usip.org
http://www.usip.org
http://www.uchastings.edu
http://www.ictj.org
http://www.ictj.org
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Further information:

KOFF Jonathan Sisson

The role of external actors

The role of external actors, especially Switzerland, in „dealing with the past“ is the
subject of the article by Naomi Roht-Arriaza, a professor at Hastings College of
Law, University of California at Berkeley. She addresses a number of issues pertai-
ning to transitional justice from the perspective of „lessons learned“. The debate
during the last decade over the question of „truth vs. justice“ is a point in case.
Experience has shown that the question is not which value takes priority, but rat-
her how to combine and sequence a variety of measures so as to ensure that the
needs for justice, truth-telling, reparation, and structural reform can be met to the
greatest degree possible.

This very pragmatic approach also extends to the possible role for Switzerland in
supporting mechanisms to deal with the past. Switzerland could provide technical
support in a number of different areas, ranging from criminal investigation of cor-
ruption, witness protection, civil reparation programs to database creation (inclu-
ding record copying and preservation) and the production of school textbooks and
other media to promote new standards based on the rule of law.

The role of the civil society

Patricia Hayner, the co-founder the International Center for Transitional Justice,
takes a critical look at the role of civil society in dealing with the past. Its strength
will in any given country determine the success of any initiatives accompanying a
political transition to a large extent. In Ghana, Sierra Leone, East Timor, and Peru,
for example, national or local organizations played a central role in giving shape to
mechanisms to confront past crimes. In a number of cases, civil society coalitions
have been formed to follow developments in transitional justice, to advocate for
improved policies, to undertake research that would support the work of commis-
sions, and to advance public education efforts with respect to transitional issues.
Given the importance of local actors, the role of the international community has
to be carefully calibrated to ensure that their efforts complement one another.

Further contributions and the development of a KOFF program

The latter part of the report contains articles by Christian Giordano, Lidija Basta
Fleiner, Adrien-Claude Zoller, Julian Hottinger, and Jakob Tanner, each of which
addresses specific issues such as historical memory and multiple truths, the pro-
cess of democratisation, the rule of law and international norms, the role of nego-
tiations and truth commissions, and a self-critical reflection on  dealing with
Switzerland’s own past.

KOFF will develop its own program on „dealing with the past“ and reconciliation.
In the coming months, KOFF will initiate a process of consultation with national
and international NGOs and Swiss government agencies to determine the focus
and contours of the program.

mailto:jonathan.sisson@swisspeace.unibe.ch
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Caritas Switzerland formulates security guidelines
Caritas Switzerland has drawn up guidelines for improving the safety of local and
international staff both in international cooperation programmes and during offi-
cial travel. The guidelines are also specifically intended to sensitise readers to safe-
ty issues.

A brief introduction presents the topic, problems and concepts. The first part of the
guidelines addresses the safety-related principles and institutional values of Cari-
tas Switzerland. The second part comments on fundamentals of safety manage-
ment such as risk analysis, security strategies and decision-making mechanisms.
The third section offers pointers for those on official trips, while the fourth part
describes and explains a variety of steps to improve the security of staff working
on operational projects. Lastly, the fifth part looks at emergency planning, beha-
viour during incidents, as well as specific dangers in conflict and post-conflict areas.

23.08.04

Non-militarisation news from APRED
The Association for the Promotion, Respect and Study of Demilitarisation and Non-
Militarisation (APRED) does not believe that the change of government in Haiti
will lead to the reinstatement of the army. To confirm its demilitarised status, ho-
wever, Haiti must amend its Constitution. APRED reports that it still contains men-
tion of the army. The Pacific State of Vanuatu too has started building up a small
defense force and thus loses its status as non-military State.

APRED further announces that its training project in Somalia will have to be sus-
pended for the time being as sufficient security cannot be assured.

APRED is still seeking volunteers for research work, country assessments and ad-
ministrative tasks. The association is working on a publication of an in-depth re-
port on countries without armies. APRED hopes this report will be instrumental in
striking up dialogue with these countries in order to prevent the reinstatement of
the army, as is the case in Vanuatu. Lastly, APRED will be inaugurating two mailing
lists this autumn for publications on peace zones and countries without armies.

25.08.04

Online events: General meeting and course on peace zones

On 21 September - International Day of Peace - APRED will be holding its Gene-
ral Assembly in its Internet chat room, starting at 17.30 hrs. The public part will
be devoted to a free discussion on the connection between politics and milita-
rism.

Starting on 27 September, APRED and Transcend Peace University will be jointly
offering a 12-week online course on peace zones.
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! Caritas Switzerland

News from Swiss NGOs

Further information:

Caritas, Philipp Reber
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Further information:

APRED

Christophe Barbey

! APRED

! APRED’s chat room

! Transcend

http://www.caritas.ch
mailto:preber@caritas.ch
mailto:Courriel@ChristopheBarbey.ch
http://www.demilitarisation.org
http://www.demilitarisation.org/chatroom.htm
http://www.Transcend.org
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! IMPS

! UPEACE

1000 Women for the 2005 Nobel Peace Prize:
nominations closed
The nomination period under the „1000 Women for the Nobel Peace Prize 2005“
project has now expired. Some 1500 women were nominated altogether (of which
880 on-line). Nominations are still outstanding only from small island States in the
Pacific, the Caribbean and from the far North. Twenty coordinators from all world
regions together with the participating women academics and the Swiss project
team will draw up the definitive list of the 1000 women in October. It will be
published in January 05 when the Nobel Prize nomination is submitted. 17.08.04

Profiles and travelling exhibition

Whether or not the 1000 women win the Nobel Peace Prize, profiles of them
will be prepared showing their biography, strategies, networks and methods,
and put together in a travelling exhibition. As the project’s centrepiece, the
exhibition will open on 10 December 2005 in Oslo and should acquaint a large
public with the 1000 peace women.

Institute for Media, Peace, and Security now in Geneva
The Institute for Media, Peace, and Security (IMPS) has officially moved from Paris
to the offices of the University for Peace (UPEACE) in Geneva. With the support of
the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) and the Canadian Inter-
national Development Agency (CIDA), the Institute is now to be considerably ex-
panded. Three UPEACE programmes now operate from the Geneva offices, namely
the Africa Programme, the Central Asia Programme and, of course, the IMPS. The
three programmes will be undertaking several joint projects, including one each
on media education in Africa and in Central Asia.

The IMPS was founded in 2000 as an autonomous Institute within the UPEACE
framework. It sees itself as an information, documentation and knowledge centre
on the role of the media with respect to violent conflicts, peace building and hu-
man security. Through its courses and training exercises, the IMPS hopes to help
foster high-quality, responsible, objective and free media. An academic research
programme is also to be developed. 09.08.04

Children’s Village movement turns 60
August 2004 marked the 60th anniversary of Walter Robert Corti’s call for the
Pestalozzi Children’s Village to be built, a call that also made him the spiritual
father of the worldwide Children’s Village movement. The foundation stone for the
Children’s Village in Trogen was laid in 1946, and the Pestalozzi Children’s Village
Foundation was created in 1950. Today some 100’000 children and young people
are benefiting from the Foundation’s programmes in Switzerland, South Eastern

Further information:

Rebecca Vermot

! List of the coordinators

! Website „1000 Women“

! UNESCO Switzerland
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! Further information on

the SOEF course 

Europe and in five other countries. They have access to a scholastic or vocational
education and are nurtured in the ways of peaceful intercultural coexistence. The
underlying idea of all the Foundation’s projects is that children have rights. The
Foundation supports children and young people in becoming aware of and asser-
ting their rights, irrespective of religion, origin and gender. Accordingly, it supports
the implementation of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. 21.08.04

SOEF Annual Course 2005:
Training for Peace Work and Conflict Resolution
Beginning in February 2005, the Swiss Ecumenical Peace Programme (SOEF) will
be running the 6th edition of its annual course on peace work and conflict resolu-
tion. The course is geared toward people dealing with such issues as domestic
violence, violence amongst children and young people, conflicts at the workplace,
racism and xenophobia. Potential candidates are people keen to promote the non-
violent and constructive approach to conflicts, those interested in a longer-term
engagement in peace work, whether in the field of migration and integration or in
development cooperation, or people preparing for assignments abroad.

Course participants learn to recognise and analyse the progress and dynamics of
conflicts. They also practice intervening personally or mediating in situations of
conflict and violence. They study the fundamentals of non-violence and gain an
insight into present-day peace practice. Besides exploring theoretical approaches,
the course emphasises self-reflection and coaching in new models of non-violent
action. The training programme covers 27 course days and ends with a project
assignment and a certificate. Orientation sessions will be held in Basle, Berne and
Zurich in September and October (see „Events“). SOEF is sponsored by HEKS, Bread
for All and the Bethlehem Mission Immensee and is supported by Switzerland’s
Federal Commission against Racism. 22.08.04
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Middle East

Geneva Initiative confronts current challenges
The partners of the Geneva Initiative are now working out a joint position regar-
ding Sharon’s Gaza withdrawal plan as well as the fence currently being built. The
aim is to produce a consensus paper that will outline possible alternatives for
building the withdrawal plan into a road map process leading to a two-State solu-
tion modelled on the Geneva Initiative. This is the most recent and still fragile
common understanding reached at a three-day meeting of 75 representatives of
the Israeli and Palestinian sides, held in Jordan in August. That was the first major
meeting in months, and it materialised only after considerable technical and lo-
gistical obstacles had been overcome. The meeting brought a reaffirmation of the
will to act quickly to be able to offer the two peoples a possible way forward. A

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/30/Infodossier_SOEF_Kurs.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/nl/30/Infodossier_SOEF_Kurs.pdf
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/g/home/recent/focus/conf04.Par.0008.UpFile.pdf/pr_040422_genevainit_g.pdf
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/g/home/recent/focus/conf04.Par.0008.UpFile.pdf/pr_040422_genevainit_g.pdf
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/f/home/foreign/confpo.html
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/f/home/foreign/confpo.html
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/f/home/foreign/confpo.html
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subgroup was set up on both sides to draw up a corresponding document. Each
document would then be discussed and revised by the other side before another
meeting was held. Some speakers on the Israeli side came out strongly in favour of
retracing the path of the fence to follow the borders laid out in great detail in the
Geneva document.

Yet it also emerged clearly at the Jordan meeting that it will be extremely difficult
to find common ground. It is delicate for the Palestinians to make any statement
whatsoever on the Sharon withdrawal plan, for it could be interpreted as legitimi-
sation of Israel’s unilateral action. Both sides nevertheless agreed that the very
best vision would still be insufficient if it failed to reflect current issues.

Under the Geneva Initiative Switzerland acts as a facilitator, providing logistical
and financial support. 19.08.04

Outreach work in Israel and the Occupied Territories

Since December 2003, both sides have been working hard to involve the public
in a wide-ranging discussion of the Geneva Initiative. It is much easier in Israel
than in the Occupied Territories, where numerous obstacles must be overcome.
Currently young people at summer camps are being made aware of the content
of Geneva Initiative.

Embedding the process internationally

In order to deepen the international dialogue, Switzerland promoted the Gen-
eva Initiative Network, which now comprises 23 participating States - including
eight Arab ones - as well as representatives of the European Union (EU). The
group will meet again on 8 September at the Swiss Mission to the EU in Brussels.

Small arms: First session of UN working group
on international tracing instrument
The first of three official sessions of the UN Open-Ended Working Group on an
international instrument to identify and trace illicit small arms and light weapons
took place in New York in mid-June. The Working Group is under the chairmanship
of Swiss Ambassador Anton Thalmann and is open to all States.

The two-week meeting was not yet a negotiating round, but served to gather as
many precise reactions as possible from States to a non-paper by Anton Thalmann.
Based on those reactions, Thalmann will work out the draft of an instrument to be
tabled for discussion at the next session in late January to early February 2005.
Besides a general debate, there were three thematic debates on marking, record
keeping and cooperation in tracing. These topics form the three main components
of the envisaged tracing instrument.

The sessions took place in a constructive atmosphere, with quite substantial inter-
ventions being made, especially at the thematic debates. It became clear that opi-
nions still diverge significantly on the central aspects of the instrument. The most
controversial issues are whether the instrument ought to be legally or politically
binding, whether ammunition too should be within the scope of the instrument
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Heidi Grau

and who - apart from states - should be able to initiate a tracing request. Besides,
there are still very few concrete ideas as to the instrument’s institutional configu-
ration. Specifically, it is unclear what role Interpol should play and/or whether a
new institution will have to be created. 23.08.04

COPRET’s talks on Do no Harm
The Collaborative for Development Action, Inc. (CDA), headed by Mary B. Ander-
son, and the Conflict Prevention and Conflict Transformation Division (COPRET) of
the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) have now held a se-
cond round of talks on implementing the Do no Harm Framework in the SDC. Once
again the goal was to discuss with various geographical divisions and field repre-
sentatives concrete steps for applying the Framework.

The Do no Harm approach was introduced last May into the international donor
community in Palestine, which is chaired by Switzerland. It provoked a high level
of interest. The dialogue now in progress in the donor community will be further
encouraged.

Three workshops were held in Colombia in August in order to raise awareness
amongst the staff of the SDC and its partner organisations. An evaluation and
discussion of further activities in Colombia is scheduled for September. Another
workshop is also to be held in Nepal in September with a view to helping make
SDC programmes even better adapted to conflict situations.

Possible activities for 2005 in Sri Lanka, East Africa, Bhutan and Central Asia were
also discussed. These will be fleshed out further in the course of preparing the
annual programme. 27.08.04
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International News

 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo Berghof-Center
! The Berghof Research Centre has given its „Berghof Handbook Website“ a ma-

keover. Most of the articles in the Handbook have been revised, and all the
articles are available for download free of cost. A printed version of the Hand-
book is also now available under the title „Transforming Ethnopolitical Conflict
- The Berghof Handbook“, and can be ordered from the Publisher.

! The Sri Lanka office of the Berghof Foundation has redesigned its     website.
13.08.04

EPLO
! A number of international organizations have published the „Resource Pack on

Conflict-Sensitive Approaches“ as the outcome of a two-year programme.
30.07.04

GTZ
! The current edition of the SPICE-Newsletters includes a report on the political

situation in Nepal, an analysis of the continuing civil strife in Myanmar, as well
as news of the first Peace Brigades International security training exercise in the
Great Lakes Region.

! The study entitled „Lernerfahrungen aus dem ATP. Möglichkeiten und Grenzen
der Technischen Zusammenarbeit in der Krisenprävention und Friedensentwick-
lung im Kontext terrorgefährdeter Länder“ assesses the experiences gained in
implementing the German Government’s anti-terrorism package in the realm
of technical cooperation and examines the role of development cooperation in
the context of terrorism prevention.

! For the first time in early September, the „KfW Bankengruppe“ and the Crisis
Prevention and Conflict Transformation sector project will jointly  run an advan-
ced training course on conflict-sensitive methods and tools in financial and tech-
nical cooperation. Further information: Claudia Laudwein.

! On 23 September, the KfW banking group and the Crisis Prevention and Conflict
Transformation sector project will stage the first joint advanced training semi-
nar for senior staff from the German Ministry for Economic Cooperation and
Development (BMZ), the KfW banking group, the German Development Service
(DED) and from the German technical cooperation enterprise GTZ. It will be on
crisis prevention and conflict transformation in German development cooperati-
on. Further information Gabriele Kruk. 17.08.04

International Alert
IA draws attention to following recent publications
! „The EU Security Strategy: Implications for EU Conflict Prevention“
! „Natural Resource Exploitation and Human Security in the Democratic Republic

of Congo“. Seminar Report.

Responding to Conflict
RTC announces the „Working with Conflict Course“ (11.04.-17.06.05).
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http://www.asiasoftltd.com/index1.htm
http://www.conflictsensitivity.org/
http://www.conflictsensitivity.org/
http://www.gtz.de/spice/download/4_2004spice_newsletter.pdf
http://www.gtz.de/crisisprevention/deutsch/atpstudie.htm
mailto:claudia.laudwein@gtz.de
mailto:gabriele.kruk@gtz.de
http://www.international-alert.org/pdf/pubdev/ess_implications_for_eu_conflict_prevention.pdf
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http://www.euconflict.org/
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Events

 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo ! Tania Oldenhage and Ueli Wildberger will be organising the conference „Zivil-
courage. Mut zu mir selbst - Mut zum Handeln“ on 11 and 12 September in
Boldern, as a contribution to the Ecumenical Decade to Overcome Violence.

! On behalf of the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), swis-
speace is organising an expert workshop on „Transforming War Economies“ on
15 September in Berne.

! The eighth session of the KOFF Gender Roundtable will take place on 16 Sep-
tember at the Center for Peacebuilding in Berne on the theme „1 year for KOFF
Gender-Roundtable in Switzerland and 1½ years for World Women’s Security
Council in Germany“. There will be a  reading with Ute Scheub right after the
Roundtable. She will be presenting her new book „Friedenstreiberinnen – elf
Mutmachgeschichten aus einer weltweiten Bewegung“.

! APRED, the „Association pour la demilitarization“, will be holding its Internet-
General Assembly on 21 September. The public part will be an open discussion
on the connection between politics and militarism.

! Starting on 27 September, APRED and Transcend Peace University will be jointly
offering a 12-week online course on peace zones.

! In September and October the Swiss Ecumenical Peace Programme (SOEF) will
be staging four orientation meetings on its annual course on peace work and
conflict resolution 2005. (Basle: 22.09.; Zurich: 28.09. / 21.10.; Berne: 19.10.)

Publications
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo

Link

„The Reality of Aid“:
How are things looking for development cooperation?
The latest edition of The Reality of Aid report was recently published. Every two
years „Reality of Aid“ publishes independent data and studies on official develop-
ment cooperation worldwide and explores a topical subject. The tenth edition (2004)
is devoted to the theme of „governance and human rights“ and contains studies
from several countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America. Additionally, there are
contributions from some 20 OECD States summarising the most important deve-
lopment policy facts and trends from individual donor countries, and investigating
if and how human rights are built into development cooperation in each case.
„The Reality of Aid“ is published by a Manila-based editorial committee. All cont-
ributions are written by non-governmental organisations. The Swiss Coalition of
Development Organisations is responsible for the country chapter corresponding
to Switzerland.

Other pointers to

events and training

courses are available

through the

KOFF-Infomarket.

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/events_info.asp?event=142
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/events_info.asp?event=142
http://www.deza.ch/pictures/Temp_docs/TransformingWarEconomies_Info%5B1.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/events_info.asp?event=151
http://www.demilitarisation.org/chatroom.htm
http://www.demilitarisation.org/chatroom.htm
http://www.realityofaid.org
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/events.asp


39 Focus Sheets by PA IV
The Political Division IV (PD IV) of the Swiss Foreign Minstry (DFA) has issued 39
region or country Focus fact sheets in which it reports on human security topics
such as anti-personnel mines, the Geneva Initiative, children’s rights or migration.
In addition to an overview, the URL contains all the Focus sheets in pdf format, as
well as order forms for printed copies in German, French, English and Italian.

Website of the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights
The website of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights (OHCHR) is a primary resource for following the workings of the UN Com-
mission on Human Rights, the Sub-Commission for the Promotion and Protection
of Human Rights, and the related treaty bodies. The website posts information in
six languages relating to the agenda, special procedures, membership, and docu-
ments of current and past sessions of the Commission, the Sub-Commission, and
the treaty bodies. During the sessions, daily press releases are published which
cover the proceedings. In addition, the website offers information about field acti-
vities of the OHCHR and about a range of human rights issues, including the full
texts of all the major treaties and covenants in the field of international law.

Of special interest is the reference to the 1503 confidential communications proce-
dure which enables individuals or groups to report human rights violations directly
to the Office of the High Commissioner. The website also contains links to all major
UN institutions.
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